Latin and Greek Tutors
Fall 2015

Rates are set by the individual tutor and may vary. Please contact the program coordinator (traill@illinois.edu) if you need, but cannot afford, a tutor.

**Anderson, Sebastian (Latin and Greek, all levels)**
aander3@illinois.edu
PhD candidate in Classics, specialization: Greek literature
Tutoring experience: Latin and Greek, 5 years
Teaching experience: Latin 103, 104; IFLIP Elementary Latin; IFLIP Biblical Greek

**Hunt, Charlotte (Latin)**
alhunt2@illinois.edu
BA candidate in Classics
Campus Honors Program student
Tutoring experience: 2 years, middle school/high school subjects

**Michelle Martinez (Latin)**
mmmrtnz2@illinois.edu
MA student in Classics
7 years of tutoring experience (high school: Latin I, II, III, AP; collegiate: introductory through 400 level)

**Stanull, Jennifer (Latin and Greek)**
stanull2@illinois.edu
PhD candidate in Classics
6 years tutoring experience
2 years of teaching experience

**Wells, Jessie (Latin & Greek)**
jrwells2@illinois.edu
PhD candidate in Classics
4 years teaching experience, including Latin, Greek, Classical Mythology, Classical Civilization

Via Skype

**Truty, Andrew (Latin & Greek)**
awtruty@gmail.com
815-488-5889
Skype name: awtruty
BA Classics, University of Illinois 2010
MA Classics, University of Cincinnati 2013
4 years teaching experience at the U. of I. (Upward Bound – Latin) and the U. of Cincinnati (TA, Latin)
Currently teaching Latin at Walnut Hills HS, Cincinnati.